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!"#$ %&'($ )*+,-.'/#$ of Osamu Tezuka
(1928-1989), manga and anime grandmaster, is
located in Tezuka Productions’ animation studio
in Niiza, northwest of Tokyo. On a wall in that
!"#$%&'$($')$*+ ,!'$+ !'+ -$((+ .(/0(+ (01#$+ 23$+ .'2ist’s death in 1989—there hang framed sketches of
Donald Duck and Woody Woodpecker, personally
dedicated by Carl Barks and Walter Lantz to Japan’s
most famous cartoonist. There are works by other
giants besides, including an animation drawing from
Winsor McCay’s Gertie the Dinosaur (1914). But there
is no obvious trace of the individual who most shaped
Tezuka’s style: Floyd Gottfredson.
Often championed as “the god of manga” by
4.1(5+6$789.+3.(+3.*+.+&'!4!81*+$:$#2+!1+#!,0#(+.1*+
animation—and not only in Japan. As Japanese pop culture spreads across the globe, Tezuka’s work has gained
a diverse international following. An older generation
in North America knows him as creator of the animated
series Astro Boy (1963-66) and Kimba the White Lion
(1965-66). In India, Tezuka’s eight-volume biographical Buddha (1972-83) is a perennial favorite. There is
no escaping Tezuka for historians; whether they are
studying the explosive growth of postwar manga or the
roots of sho-jo girls’ comics and cute kawaii characters.
left: Osamu Tezuka in the early-to-mid-1950s. Photo © and
courtesy Tezuka Productions; used with permission.
right: Cover to Tezuka’s Manga College (1950). All Tezuka comics
images © Tezuka Productions; used with permission.
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And in the beginning, there was Disney. Tezuka
declared his debt to the studio’s animation and comics
on numerous occasions. However, it appears that he
may not have been fully aware of whose Disney artistry,
exactly, he adored and emulated. On the occasion of
Mickey Mouse’s 60th anniversary, Tezuka described

a famous pirated Mickey manga, Bontaro- Shaka’s
Mickey’s Show (Mikki no katsuyaku, 1934), as “having
steered me toward becoming a cartoonist... It was so
close to the real thing,” he added, “that it would be
worth showing the Disney studio itself.”1 The young
Tezuka copied Mickey’s Show obsessively. Yet he seems
to have never realized that Shaka’s manga was based
on imported editions of Floyd Gottfredson’s work.
Tezuka recalled receiving a large batch of
Disney and Disney-style comics in the spring of 1946

from an American GI.2 On another occasion he admitted to owning many copies of Dell’s Walt Disney’s
Comics and Stories.3+;!'+30(+<'(2+48--/!1+=0(1$>/(2>-$*+
manga, The Streamline Case (Ryu-senkei jiken, 1948),
he borrowed cars and characters from Gottfredson’s
“Island in the Sky” (1936-37), which had been reprinted
in WDC&S in 1940. For Manga College (Manga daigaku,
1950)—a tutorial in comics form—Tezuka featured
the skinnier Mickey of early 1940s Gottfredson as a
cover model for aspiring cartoonists to follow.

above: From “Mickey Mouse Outwits the Phantom Blot” as seen
in Four Color 16 (1941). Compare with the New Treasure Island
sequence on pages 282-283. All Disney images © Disney; used
with permission.

6$789.?(+@!224'$*(!1+01A8$1#$(+.'$+!42$1+012$B'.2$*+
with copying from other Disney talents like Carl
Buettner, Al Taliaferro, Don Gunn, and Paul Murry.
As their names were not made public until the 1960s,
Tezuka could not have been aware of the identities

below: From Four Color 16 (1941). Compare with the New
Treasure Island sequence on page 283.

!4+23$($+*0:$'$12+*'.42(,$1C+D12!+23$+EFGH(5+6$789.5+
like most other fans, spoke of Disney comics and animation as Walt Disney’s personal creations.
I!1$23$-$((5+ @!224'$*(!1?(+ 01A8$1#$+ !1+
Tezuka is exceptionally strong, inscribed deeply
upon even the artist’s legendary beginnings. Tezuka’s
breakout work, New Treasure Island (Shintakarajima),
drawn in the summer and fall of 1946 and published
in January 1947, might not be the most popular
manga on record. But when it comes to narratives
of how Japan became a comics empire, the stature of
New Treasure Island is unmatched.
This is not for its story, which is unexceptional. A young boy named Pete—cast in the mold
of the precocious youth detectives made popular
by mystery writer Ranpo (Continued on Page 284)
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Pages 2-5 of Tezuka’s New Treasure Island (1947), inspired by Gottfredson’s “Phantom Blot.” English translation by Ryan Holmberg, lettering by David Gerstein.
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Edogawa—has found a treasure map amongst the
belongings of his late father. Pete and his uncle sail
by steamship toward the treasure island. Pirates and
cannibals complicate their quest. Eventually, with
the help of a Tarzan-like character named Baron, the
good guys free themselves from evil’s clutches and
obtain the sought-for chest of riches—sailing home
with a select party of African animals and big plans to
open an exotic petting zoo for kids back home.
New Treasure Island had an enormous impact
on postwar manga, with Tezuka’s contemporaries
frequently recycling its scenes and staging. Most
4.,!8(+2!*.>+.'$+23$+(2!'>?(+<'(2+<)$+&.B$(5+(3!J01B+
young Pete racing in his roadster to the wharf and
leaping into a speedboat to catch his uncle’s departing steamer. The sequence was apotheosized as
above: Cover to Tezuka’s The Mysterious Underground Men (1948).
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ground zero of postwar manga by Moto- Abiko (Ninja
Hattori-Kun), who recalled his 1940s encounter with
it: “When I opened to the main text, the shock was
so great that I almost blacked out... Two pages with
nothing but driving. What was so exciting about it? I
felt this biological pleasure as if it was myself in that
car speeding toward the wharf... It was like watching
a movie!”4 Other writers have similarly described the
scene as being done in a key frame or storyboard style.
Historians once claimed that, with this
sequence, Tezuka invented “cinematic techniques”
for manga. But as it turns out, New Treasure Island was
014!',$*+(2'!1B->+K>+23$+01A8L+!4+M,$'0#.1+N2$1/#$12O+
comics during the Occupation. A glance at World War
II airplane nose art will tell you that American GIs held
funny animal comics dear to their hearts. The accidental byproduct of GI taste: authors of Japanese kids’
comics began appropriating heavily from Dell. A copy
of “Mickey Mouse Outwits the Phantom Blot” (Dell
Four Color 16 [series 1], 1941) evidently found its way
into Tezuka’s hands in 1946, for most of the opening
sequence of New Treasure Island has been appropriated
directly from Gottfredson’s depiction of Mickey chas01B+23$+P-!2Q+<'(2+01+30(+#.'5+23$1+!1+(8'4K!.'*5+K$4!'$+
leaping to catch the tire of a plane as Pete does a rope
dangling from his uncle’s ship.
Tellingly, later sequences in New Treasure
Island—as well as the manga’s cover—were visibly
inspired by another Disney comic: Jack Hannah’s and
Carl Barks’ famous “Donald Duck Finds Pirate Gold”
(Four Color 9, 1942). The oversized action and lack of
verbiage of the Blot-derived passage might also have
been inspired by similar wordless action sequences
in “Pirate Gold.” Other episodes in New Treasure
Island+01*0#.2$+23$+01A8$1#$+!4+23$+.10,.2$*+R0#9$>+
<-,(+The Castaway (1931) and Trader Mickey (1932),
the latter adapted by Gottfredson into the continuity
“Mickey Mouse Sails for Treasure Island” (also 1932).
It is important to realize that New Treasure Island—
though remembered as Tezuka’s creation—was

actually a collaborative work. The other creator was
S30#30,.+S.9.0+TEFHU/VFW5+.1+0,&!'2.12+<B8'$+01+23$+
postwar Osaka manga scene. On the cover of New
Treasure Island, Sakai is credited for the book’s story
(gensaku) and “composition” (ko-sei), and Tezuka for
its “drawing” (sakuga). In the 30s and early 40s, Sakai
had worked as head animator for both Nikkatsu and
a government-sponsored studio. Many of his pro*8#20!1(+ '$A$#2+ 0120,.2$+ 4.,0-0.'02>+ J023+ 23$+ $.'->+
R0#9$>+R!8($+<-,(C+D2+0(+J$--+91!J1+23.2+6$789.5+.(+
a child in the 30s, not only frequented movie theaters
(3!J01B+=0(1$>+.1*+;-$0(#3$'+<-,(5+K82+.-(!+J.2#3$*+
them at home on a Pathé Baby projector. It is possible
that Mickey references in Tezuka’s early work stem
4'!,+'$)0$J01B+23$($+FCU,,+2!>+<-,(+.42$'+23$+J.'C+
But considering that Sakai had studied some of the
same movies professionally as an animator in the late
1930s, one cannot so easily attribute the innovations
of New Treasure Island to Tezuka alone.5 Still, it is only
in Tezuka’s subsequent comics that one sees further
NX3.12!,+ P-!2O+ 01A8$1#$(C+ ;'!,+ @!224'$*(!15+
Tezuka learned a number of things: dynamic character movement, techniques of squash and stretch,
expressions of temperamental emotion, and comical
facial caricature.
One image from “The Phantom Blot” with
which Tezuka seems to have been particularly taken
with was that of Mickey running low to the ground
through his secret underground passage. The pose
was transferred to the top panel of page four of New
Treasure Island, showing Pete dashing along the
wharf. It was reused later in Tezuka’s The Mysterious
Underground Men (Chiteikoku no kaijin, 1948)—a book
whose cover title is rendered in that tottering font
typical of Mickey movie posters—and then again in
the short story “Little Q Detective” (“Q chan torimono cho- ,” 1948).
A subsequent scene in New Treasure Island
shows Pete jumping down into his boat in a manner very close to how Mickey leaps from his sidecar
in “The Phantom Blot.” It too was reused in The

Japan, he even drew authorized manga versions of
Bambi and Pinocchio. A diligent student, Tezuka had
mastered the studio’s vocabularies of caricature and
movement, as well as its atmosphere of enchanting
fantasy. From there he moved on to develop a distinct
style of his own that would shape, in small and large
ways, much of Japanese cartooning for the next couple of decades.
As Tezuka’s star rose, the original impact
of Disney comics was gradually obscured. Not
only was it hidden behind more general talk of
“Disney style” in Tezuka’s work, which most peo&-$+ .((8,$*+ 2!+ 3.)$+ *$'0)$*+ 4'!,+ 23$+ <-,(C+ ;!'+
decades New Treasure Island, the strongest evidence
of Gottfredson’s contribution, was unavailable to
most readers. Commanding huge sums on the manga
market, the existing copies had been sequestered by
collectors. Tezuka refused to allow republication,
claiming that the original art had been adulterated
by Sakai. A remake was published in 1984, but it was
visibly modernized with breakdowns and character
stylization that clearly did not belong to 1946.
Thankfully, an archival edition of New
Treasure Island+J.(+<1.-->+0((8$*+01+YHHF5+238(+!&$1ing the way for a more accurate historiography of the
development of comics form in Japan. That Tezuka
owed a lot to Gottfredson—and a lot to the Blot—
J.(+,.*$+#-$.'+4!'+.1>!1$+2!+($$C+Z
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Gerstein.
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